NAX...

... supports German architects of all disciplines as well as engineers and specialized planners on their way to new markets all over the world and promotes the brand ‘Architecture Made in Germany’ abroad.

INFORMS about economic and political developments of the international construction industry.

ADVOCATES for German architects and planners on an economic and political level – nationally and internationally.

PROVIDES A PLATFORM for export-driven planners to exchange experience and to network.
The NAX Country Database provides useful information on planning and building worldwide, e.g. on topics such as contracts, fees and liability.

The NAX Report informs about political and economic developments and trends in the international construction industry. In every issue, key players of the German construction value chain talk about their work abroad.
NAX's Facebook page keeps users up to date on current events and news in the world of architecture and construction.

Export-experienced planners can register in a Contact Architect Database and get in touch with colleagues and clients.
NAX promotes quality in planning ‘made in Germany’ abroad. Through a broad range of events we present the expertise of German architects of all disciplines, engineers and specialized planners to members of the industry and elected officials.

NAX members present their international projects in our touring exhibition which travels worldwide.

At seminars and workshops at the Architects’ Chambers of the Federal States export-experienced planners share their knowledge.

International business dialogues pave the way for partnerships and a successful expansion abroad.
At conferences, such as the Foreign Trade Day at the Federal Foreign Office, members of the construction value chain discuss professional policy topics with representatives of different industries. Taking part in delegation trips creates opportunities to open up new markets. We promote the brand ‘Architecture Made in Germany’ at trade exhibitions and provide a platform for professional exchange.
Our members are a group of internationally operating architectural and engineering offices who actively support NAX. We provide them with a networking platform to get in touch with colleagues as well as with national and international stakeholders.

» AJG Ingenieure GmbH - Beratende Ingenieure für Bauwesen
» AS+P Albert Speer + Partner GmbH
» Auer Weber
» Behzadi + Partner Architekten BDA - Generalplanung
» bertbielefeld&partner architekten ingenieure
» blauraum
» BLFP Frielinghaus Architekten Planungs GmbH Bauleitungs GmbH
» blocher partners, architecture – experience design
» Bollinger + Grohmann Ingenieure
» BSD Braun Schlockermann Dreesen Planungsgesellschaft mbH
» build.ing. Projekttwicklung / Immobilienmanagement
» Dorsch Gruppe
» Dr. Krekelers Generalplaner GmbH
» Eike Becker_Architekten
» Eller + Eller Architekten
» Falk von Tettenborn Architects
» FOGTEC Brandschutz GmbH & Co. KG
» Gerber Architekten
» Graft Gesellschaft von Architekten mbH
» Grüntuch Ernst Architekten
» Hadi Teherani Architects
» HASCHER JEHLE Architektur
» HENN
» hhpberlin Ingenieure für Brandschutz GmbH
» HPP Architekten
» Hoffmann Architects
» HWP Planungsgesellschaft mbH
A PLATFORM

More information about our NAX members:

- ingenhoven architects
- IPROconsult GmbH
- Ingenieurbüro Schülke Wiesmann
- ISA Internationales Stadtbauai
telier
- kadawittfeldarchitektur
- K+P Planungsgesellschaft mbH
- KSP Jürgen Engel Architekten
- KSV Krüger Schuberth Vandreike GmbH
- LAVA LABORATORY FOR VISIONARY ARCHITECTURE
- Meuser Architekten GmbH
- Nattler - Architekten, Stadtplaner, Ingenieure
- Nickl & Partner Architekten AG
- OBERMEYER Planen + Beraten GmbH
- ORANGE BLU building solutions GmbH & Co. KG
- [phase eins].
- Priedemann Facade Experts
- Rainer Schmidt Landschaftsarchitekten und Stadtplaner GmbH
- RhineScheme GmbH
- RSAA GmbH - architecture and urban design
- Sauerbruch Hutton
- schneider+schumacher
- spacial solutions GmbH
- SSF Ingenieure AG
- Staab Architekten
- Thomas Müller Ivan Reimann Gesellschaft von Architekten mbH
- Werkhart International
- wörner traxler richter
- zanderrotharchitekten
German architects of all disciplines, engineers and specialized planners are internationally appreciated for their high quality in planning and expertise in integrated construction. The Network for Architecture Exchange NAX is an initiative of the Federal Chamber of German Architects that has been supporting German planners on their way abroad since 2002 and promotes the brand 'Architecture Made in Germany' worldwide.

Contact
Network for Architecture Exchange NAX
Askanischer Platz 4
D - 10963 Berlin

T +49 (0)30 . 26 39 44 62
info@nax.bak.de
www.nax.bak.de

We thank our partners for their support